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WHY STEALTHBITS INSTEAD OF 

QUEST SOFTWARE?

Most purchased Quest solutions to improve operations and/or secure information technology. Quest customers 

tell us they are no longer experiencing the same level of value and benefits and are now seeking alternatives.

Stealthbits has transitioned numerous former Quest customers, offering better and more focused solutions. 
Read a case study or contact us to speak to a reference account. Information below details some reasons you 
may consider Stealthbits to replace your Quest products. 

www.Stealthbits.com +1.201.447.9300

Why Stealthbits instead of Quest Software (click to jump to section)

DATA SHEET

Regularly introduce new 
innovative capabilities

Licensing policy is forgiving - no 
gouging for non-compliance

Support team is fast and 
responsive

Focused on credentials and data - 
not acquiring, selling, and integrat-

ing disparate technologies

Leaders who built Quest 
continue to build Stealthbits

Quest to Stealthbits Product 
Mapping
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Regularly introduce new innovative capabilities
Below is a sampling of new innovation and actions so far in 
2020:

• Stealthbits Broadens Security and Threat Protection 

Capabilities, Continues to Expand Cloud Platform 

Support with the Launch of StealthAUDIT 10.0 – April 
15, 2020 (Read more)

• Stealthbits Technologies Recognized in Gartner’s 

February 2020 Market Guide for File Analysis Software 
– March 24, 2020 (Read more)

• Stealthbits Combines Ease of Use and Security for a 
Unique Approach to Privileged Access Management – 
March 18, 2020 (Read more)

• Stealthbits Awarded ‘2020 Cybersecurity Excellence 
Awards’ - Named Best Cybersecurity Company, Best 
Privilege Access Management Product – February 21, 
2020 (Read more)

• Stealthbits Offers Free Solution in Response to Micro-
soft’s 2020 LDAP Channel Binding and LDAP Signing 
Requirement for Windows – February 4, 2020 (Read 

more)

• Stealthbits Includes New Efficiency and Automation 
Capabilities for Active Directory Rollback & Recovery 
in StealthRECOVER 1.5 – January 21, 2020 (Read more)

• Stealthbits Offers New Capabilities to Strengthen 
Enterprise Passwords and Harden Active Directory 
Security in StealthINTERCEPT 7.0 – January 14, 2020 
(Read more)

Want to view more innovation and product enhancements? 
View the history.

“Great product, 
excellent services”

- Manager, Identity and 

Access Management in the 

Manufacturing Industry

“Stealthbits is one of the best vendors 

I worked with. They are very proactive, 
open to hear feedback, opinions and 
customer needs. They are listening 

carefully and update their products based 

on this feedback. Stealthbits support and 
engineering team provides excellent and 

timely support.”

Gartner Peer Reviews 
(Read the full review here)

Licensing Policy is forgiving – No gouging for non-compliance
Every year, Stealthbits asks their customers for counts to determine if current licensing is over what was 
contracted. The request is based on the honor system. If the counts come back significantly higher, we often give 
extra time and recommendations on how to clean-up the environment to reduce counts before quoting a true-
up. 

We want you as a long-term happy customer and are willing to work with you to make that happen. Our 
customers routinely tell us we are fair and reasonable. Of course, we can provide references upon request if you 
want to ask an actual customer yourself.
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Support team is fast and responsive
Stealthbits provides 24 X 7 support with tiered engineering staff in US, EMEA & APAC and is consistently lauded 
for top-notch customer support with a personal touch. Customers are afforded access to anyone within 
Stealthbits’ organization, from Product Management staff to Executive-level Management.

Stealthbits’ business has grown and been significantly shaped by our customers and their feedback.  We listen 
and respond quickly and conscientiously, always valuing our customer’s opinions, especially about what we can 
do better, involving them in roadmap planning and other critical business decisions.

Who better to tell you about Stealthbits support than the people who use it? Follow links below to read more 
quotes and reviews.

“Powerful product, but the real value is the support”

“Easier [than] competitors”

“StealthAUDIT is a great Analytical Tool”

“Good product for overall reporting, audits and the support 
team is very helpful”

April 11, 2019 from Network Engineer in the Communications Industry

“The support is very responsive and dedicated to resolving any issues. Fine-tuning 
an audit program examining millions of files and terabytes of data is never a turnkey 
solution, but they were proactive and helpful throughout the process.”

“Easier report builder make the difference over competition; Also the vendor support is 
always there for you”

“They are very professional and are there to help make this product is really good and 
the support team is really responsive.”

“Support and follow up is key to this project, Verisk uses Stealthbits project team to 
assist in the design and build out of this tool. The support staff is eager to work through 
issues and establish standards as part of the build process. Overall the product meets 

our needs with the various functions we purchased.”

Read full review on Gartner Peer Insights

What do you like best?

What do you like best?

What do you like best?

Read full review on G2 Validated User Reviews

Read full review on G2 Validated User Reviews

Read full review on G2 Validated User Reviews

Overall User Rating

Overall User Rating

Overall User Rating

Overall User Rating
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Focused on credentials and data – not 
acquiring, selling, and integrating disparate 
technologies

Quest acquired 10 different companies the past decade, 

representing roughly 40-50 different products. Some 
a better fit with their business than others. But it takes 
time, money, and resources to investigate a company, 

purchase it, integrate or dissect the technology, then 

educate, create marketing materials, and make buyers 
aware. With so many new products and existing 
technology, it’s easy to become unfocused… more of a 

generalist. Stealthbits is focused on protecting credentials 

and data. We build, and occasionally acquire, solutions 
that meet that mission and only that mission. If you want 
other solutions, there are other more qualified providers.

See another sampling of what customers say about 
Stealthbits and our products:

We had a malware attack our fileserver and encrypt 5TB of data over a long weekend. If I had had 
Stealthbits back then, it would have disabled the compromised domain account and stopped the 
encryption in its tracks (which would have saved us 16 hours downtime restoring data from backups. 

Read More

Automation and auditing of user privileges. Access control to files/folder structure. Anomaly detection 
in user behavior and access profiles.

Using StealthAUDIT and the other add on modules saves us significant time and effort. It also gives a 
level of visibility and granularity that is not native to AD without trawling through a ton of logs. 

Read More

Buy it now, before it’s too late. 1 ransomware incident and you will wish you had Stealthbits protection!

Security issues are resolved. I know when a bad character has acceded our network and it proactively 
eliminates those threates and informs me so I can remediate the problem. 

Read More

What problems are you solving with the product? What benefits have you realized?

What problems are you solving with the product? What benefits have you realized?

Recommendations to others considering the product:

What problems are you solving with the product? What benefits have you realized?
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Leaders who built Quest continue to build Stealthbits

Quest to Stealthbits Product Mapping

Some of the minds that built Quest into a market leading company, now help propel Stealthbits. Regardless if 
Sales, Channel, Product, or Marketing, key market players and former “Questies” now bring their expertise to 
growing Stealthbits and meeting the needs of customers.

For more information click the Stealthbits product name to visit the webpage 

Chief Executive Officer 
and President

At Quest: 1997-2003

VP of Product Strategy 

PAM

At Quest: 2011-2014

Chief Operations Officer

At Quest: 2000-2010

SVP, Global Channels 

and Alliances

At Quest 2006-2012

VP of Product Marketing

At Quest 1997-2012

VP of Product Strategy 

Active Directory

At Quest: 2001-2003, 
2008-2012

Steve Cochran

Martin Cannard

Nick Mansour Larry Kraft

Darin Pendergraft Rod Simmons

Change Auditor StealthINTERCEPT

Change Auditor Threat Detection StealthDEFEND

Enterprise Reporter StealthAUDIT

Recovery Manager StealthRECOVER

Active Roles Stealthbits Privileged Activity Manager
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NEXT STEPS

IDENTIFY THREATS. SECURE DATA. REDUCE RISK.

Stealthbits Technologies, Inc. is a customer-driven cyberse-
curity software company focused on protecting an orga-

nization’s sensitive data and the credentials attackers use 
to steal that data. By removing inappropriate data access, 
enforcing security policy, and detecting advanced threats, 

our highly innovative and infinitely flexible platform delivers 
real protection that reduces security risk, fulfills compliance 

requirements, and decreases operational expense.

©2020  Technologies, Inc. 

Schedule a demo

Download a free trial

Contact us

Stealthbits.com/demo

Stealthbits.com/free-trial

info@Stealthbits.com
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